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Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE
 
 
 





"Blast and Crash Rated Speed Gates 
with uncompromised aesthetics 
- for the most secure building in Europe?"
New US Embassy, London  
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"we take the risk away"
 
Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE
 





New European HQ for Global Bank 
‘The London Development Project’ 
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"we take the risk away" 
 
Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





100 Bishopsgate, London
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Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





One Blackfriars, London
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Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





St James Market, Crown Estates, London
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Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





Southbank Tower, London
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Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





Wigmore Street, Marylebone, London - Howard deWalden Estate
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"we take the risk away"
 
Specialist Products...
Specialist Applications
Bespoke High-Performance Metal Doors
FIRE | SECURITY | BLAST | ACOUSTIC | FLOOD | BALLISTIC | HVM | MARINE





Principal Place, London






                




              










        





































	


  


      Why Cubex?




"You can't buy experience - or you can, but it is jolly expensive" is an apt cliche as to why we may benefit you on your next project. A lot has been learned in 17 years of designing and manufacturing and installing bespoke high-performance metal doors and gates, and we are thankful to our customers for giving us the problems to solve. We love a challenge and we really do believe 'better is always possible'. Give us the time to come up with the (nearly) perfect solution for you. It is your concept design inspirations that keep raising the bar as to what can be done.
 
We put risk mitigation first. The success of one-off designs relies on risk management. We methodically and conscientiously follow the tried and proven 'ERIC' formula - Eliminate, Reduce, Isolate, Control. 







Values




Our values centre around producing results, leading with integrity and humility, care, and removing 'glass ceilings' i.e. pushing boundaries with innovative solutions.
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We also live, sleep and eat sustainability





Lowest-Whole-Life-Carbon-Footprint™
Because it matters from concept to completion, and throughout the full design life of the building, not just at some stage of the cycle that suits our figures and marketing
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      By continuing, you agree to our Terms & Conditions
 and Privacy Policy


      
          I want to know more...
        


Comment
















	


  
We have been designing and manufacturing bespoke high-performance metal doors and gates for specialist applications since 2005. 
 
In that time we have been commissioned to provide some of the most technically challenging solutions in our market sector. And in these we have delivered proven outstanding risk-mitigation and engineering abilities over and over again.
 
"we take the risk away"
 
 
 
Reliability, long-term Results, and the Environment are central to everything we do.
 
 
 
Our purpose is to contribute to a safer, cleaner, friendlier, and more sustainable smart built environment that puts long term 'green' impact at the fore. We do this by "taking the risk away" from you and your client, giving you the confidence to invest in tomorrow's products, delivered through a digitally advanced eco-system. 
 
Three product offerings...
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1. UKAS Accredited ISO 9001 Certified Specialist Doors and Gates






A leading contributor to "taking the risk away" is to use UKAS accredited 3rd party certified products and installation. We reckon you should insist on it; it doesn't have to be optional. Certifications include:
> Fire (Integrity, Insulation, and Irradiance)
> Security
> Blast & Pressurised
> Acoustic
> Flood & Marine
> Ballistic
> HVM (Harmful Vehicle Mitigation)





When you need a critical performance from your product you MUST have it 3rd Party Certified; Testing on its own is NOT enough as there is not necessarily a 3rd Party FPC (Factory Production Control) to ensure production matches the tested specimen/s. Cubex are Certified and Audited by BRE Global to ISO 9001:2015. BRE Global are accredited by UKAS. This is the gold standard and we strongly recommend you insist on this for life-safety critical products and for asset-protection critical products. 
 
And likewise, most industries have certified qualifications as mandatory for installation; why should passive fire protection be any different? It shouldn't be, and it doesn't have to be on your project.
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2. Consultancy & Design





For many years we've been helping architects, clients, designers, engineers, specifiers, authorities, project managers... and more, achieve solutions through our specialist consultancy services. 
Starting with the entry level '3IQ™' from just £750 + VAT




Our “3-Point Bespoke-Intelligence™” (‘3IQ™’) Consultancy Report is an entry level specialist service to help customers with the increasingly complex regulatory environment surrounding non-standard and bespoke Doors, Gates, Curtains & Shutters including the latest CE Marking requirements. The Report provides you with Buildability/ Manufacture certainty, Cost, and Timescales (Programme) for the design, manufacture, installation and commissioning of the products you require. 
 
We also offer a '3IQ™+' (POA) which provides information relating to other special requirements such as interfacing with adjacent structures, services, trades, and the Building Management System (BMS).
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3. Specialist High Performance Doors and Gates






For unique, high-demand, critical projects and infrastructure




When you go where no one has gone before... or when you want better than your predecessor's legacy, we can build from first principles and 'invent new wheels' using the latest technology, both in iterative design and the latest materials, to meet your most exacting and unique requirements.
 
Through our specialist Consulting & Design where we focus on your functional parameters and key value-drivers, and by providing a best Whole-Life Value design proposition (lowest whole-life cost accounting for maintenance and servicing/ replacement), we can provide you with the optimum bespoke solution.
 
We can provide off-site Manufacturing and pre-assembly where required, along with highly trained, 1st-in-class skilled installation and commissioning engineers.
 
It's all about solutions... "taking the risk away"











==========================================
The environment matters...





Because it's where we live, work, and go on vacation :)




Clean air, clean countryside, clean rivers, clean cities. Now and then. For us and our grandkids. So we and they can enjoy clean fresh air and the same great, clean outdoors.












  




	



Contact Us





Please don't hesitate to reach out; we're likely chatting risk-mitigation solutions over a coffee...







Cubex (UK) Ltd, Prospect House, Huyton Church Road,
Liverpool. L36 5SH, UK



Mon-Fri, 7am-5pm



+44 (0)151 422 9111



+44 (0)151 422 9111



solutions@cubexuk.com
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 and Privacy Policy
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Cookie Use

We use cookies to ensure a smooth browsing experience.  By continuing we assume you accept the use of cookies.
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Learn More



















